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Executive	Summary	
This document talks about solving a key business problem faced by developers of AWS Lambda 
Micro services for deploying their code. AWS lambda functions are micro services (server less) 
which enable developers to keep their focus on developing the application without getting bogged 
down by the infrastructure management. With the help of this solution, the developers will be able 
to achieve the continuous deployment and continuous integration needs for frequent releases and 
version management of their services. This aligns well with the needs of DevOps compatible IT.  

What	is	AWS	Lambda	
AWS Lambda is a compute service where you can upload your code to AWS Lambda and the 
service would run the code on your behalf using AWS infrastructure. After you upload your code 
and create a Lambda function, AWS Lambda takes care of provisioning and managing the servers 
that you use to run the code. For more details on Lambda. click here. 

Intended	Audience		
Developers for AWS Lambda functions, IT Admins for AWS, IT Managers	

Challenges	
• Developers would need to have certain level of expertise on AWS (which is an 

infrastructure component) which is often a challenge 
• Adhering to the standards set by the IT with respect to the deployment model (region to 

deploy, granting right permissions…) 
• Protecting accidental deletes or modifications of existing Lambda functions which can 

affect the continuity of business services 
• Securing intellectual property of the organization from accidental or malicious destruction 
• Version controlling lambda function code / deployment package 

Solution	
Salient	Features	

• Integration with Service Desk align with the ITIL needs of the organization 
• Deploy lambda functions as across multiple AWS regions 
• Audit trail of the deployments information to dynamo DB for perusals 
• Version control and rollback 
• Protection against unintentional modifications 
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Solution	Description	

This is a process for auto deploying the Lambda function in AWS with the help of python’s 
AWS SDK and s3 events, taking into consideration the custom needs different developers will 
have. 

Lambda function developers would be given access to a specific s3 bucket with “Put Object” 
permissions. 

Steps	for	deploying	Lambda	function	using	RAL	process	

1. Create deployment package for the Lambda Function (Ex: myLambdaFunc.zip or 
myLambdaFunc.jar)  
Refer this link for more information on creating a standard lambda deployment package 

2. Create a configuration file with same name as Lambda Deployment package with “.cfg” 
extension. (Ex: myLambdaFunc.cfg). Make sure that the configuration file is updated with 
the mandatory fields, refer ‘Figure 1.0’  

3. Upload the configuration file to S3 bucket 
4. After configuration file is uploaded successfully, the final step would be to upload the 

deployment package to the same S3 bucket 
 

 
FunctionName=DigitalCommerce-ProcessHeartbeat 
Runtime=java8 
Handler=com.ca.digitalcommerce::integration 
Description=Process the given MeterIT heartbeat 
memorySize=256 
VpcConfig = Yes 
SubnetIds=subnet-XXXXXX 
SecurityGroupIds = sg-XXXXX 
Role=arn:aws:iam::XXXXXXXX:role/lambda_XYZY 
Timeout=300 
Region=us-east-1 
OwnerEmail = email1@domain.com,email2@domain.com 

Figure 1.0 
 

Once the deployment package is uploaded, an S3 event is triggered and this will invoke the RAL 
process.  

Note: If function already exists, it updates the function with latest deployment package as new 
version.  
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Email notification will be sent to the email ids provided in the configuration file (OwnerEmail) with 
the deployment status 

RAL	Flow	

 

Advantages	
• Faster deployments (which could mean more frequent deployments) 
• End to End automation eliminates human errors  
• In certain cases, supports customization for specific user needs. 
• Enables roll back to previous version as the deployed code will be archived and retained 

for 90 days. 
• Offers protection from accidental modifications and deletes by other developers/admins 

 

Technologies	Used	
 Python, AWS S3, SNS–Simple Notification Service 

Enhancements	Opportunities	
• Deploy lambda functions across multiple AWS accounts 
• Extend developer IDE’s with RAL plugin 

	


